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ABSTRACT 
The following theorem is proved: If cos $J E Q then the subgroup of SO3 ([w) generated by two ro- 
tations about the angle 4, with rotation axes perpendicular to each other is free iff cos 4 # 0. ii _ il. 
This is used to exhibit free subgroups of SOs (Q), also to find all rational values of cos @ when 4 is a 
rational multiple of T. A similar result about the values of tan 4, due to P. Walker, is also presented. 
1. THE RESULT 
Consider two rotations of the 3-dimensional Euclidean space, about axes 
which are perpendicular to each other and with the same rotation angle 4. As- 
sume that cos 4 is rational, say cos q+ = a/b, where a, b are integers. Putting 
c = b* - a’, we may represent those rotations by the matrices 
(1.1) A = 
a 30 
b b 
@ a 0 
b b 
0 0 1 
and B = 





In 1958 the following result was announced in [2]: 
Theorem 1.1. The subgroup of SO3 (IF%) generated by A and B is free, with thefree 
generators A, B #a/b $ (0, f 1, fl}. 
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In [2] this theorem was proved for a/b = i; this case was of interest because it 
served to solve a problem posed in [l] by H. Steinhaus (concerning tetrahedra, 
the solution is in [3]). Since that time, a powerful result was obtained which yields 
free subgroups of SOs(R): J. Tits proved in [4] that a linear group over a field of 
characteristic zero either has a free (nonabelian) subgroup or it possesses a 
solvable subgroup of finite index. However this theorem does not seem to imply 

















is free. Such group is of interest, as it can be employed to construct paradoxical 
decompositions of the rational sphere S2 n Q3, without assuming the Axiom of 
Choice ([5], Thm. 4.5). So it appears that our theorem creates some useful 
groups, and this, we hope, justifies publishing belatedly its proof. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. 
The necessity of cos 4 # 0, f 4, f 1 is obvious. To prove sufficiency, assume 
that cos 4 = a/b where a, b are integers satisfying 
b>O, lal<b and a/b#O,*$+l. 
Clearly, we then may also assume that 
(2.1) a # 0, a and b are co-prime and b > 2. 
We ought to prove that for any n > 1 and matrices Cl, , C,, where 
C’=AEorBE; c=&l, and Cj.Cj+i #I; 1 <jcn, 
(I = the unit matrix), we have 
(2.2) c, c2 . . . . c, # I. 
Since (2.2) is equivalent to A& Ci . . . C,, AeE # I, we may assume that 
Ci = A”. 
Letusdefine,forj= l,...,nthenumbersdi’);k= 1,2,3by 
(2.3) c, c2 . . cj = 
We shall show that d2(n) # 0, and evidently this will do. We begin by establish- 
ing some recursive relations for the d;“. Obviously (1.1) and (2.3) imply that 
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d(l) = a d(l) = -_E and d(l) = 0. Let us &fine d(O) - 1 d(O) = d$o’ = 0. we 
1 ‘2 3 l-r2 
claim that then 
(A) If C,+i = AE; j > 0, then: 
d(i+ l) 
1 
= &,(J) +ECd2(j), d2(if1) = _&l(j) +&2(j), d3(j+‘) = bd,“), 
This is easily checked ifj = 0 (we substitute the above values of di”, d:‘)) and for 
j > 1, we multiply on the right both sides of (2.3) by AE. 
(B) If Cj+i = BE; j > 1, then: 
d/j+ I) = bd,“‘, d2(jf1) = &2(j) + &3(j), d;j+‘) = _eCd2(j) +&3(j), 
This is verified similarly as (A). The first conclusion from these equalities is that 
all dij’ are integers. The next conclusion: if C, = C’+ 1 then di”’ ‘) can be ex- 
pressed by dii) and dk(‘- ‘) for k = 1,2,3. We have seen this in (A) for k = 3 and 
in (B) for k = 1. The other cases are dealt with in (AA) and (BB). 
(AA) If C’ = C,+i = A”; j > 1, then: 
d(j+ l) 
k 
= 2adk(i) - b*d,(j-‘) for k = 1,2 
We check this as follows (using (A) twice): 
d(j+ l) 
1 
= &,‘” +&2(j) = &l(j) + EC(--Ed/j-l) + &,(j-‘)) 
= ,&,“I + aEc&l) + a2dl(jp1) _ (a2 + c)d,(i-l) 
= &d/j) _ b2d(ih1) 
1 ) 
by the definition of c. 
d(/+‘) = --Ed 
2 
l(j) +&2(j) = +&l(j-‘) + &2(j+‘)) +&2(j) 
= &2(j) _ aEd,(jp l) + a2d2(i-1) _ (a2 + c)d,(jp l) 
= zad,‘j) _ b2d2(ip1) 
(BB)IfCj=C,+i=B*‘;j>l,then: 
&+ l) = 2adij) - b*df ‘) for k = 2,3 
This is proved similarly as (AA), now applying (B) twice. Alternately, we may 
note that the identities in (A) turn into the identities of(B) after the simultaneous 
replacements dl H d3, E H - E, d3 H dl , moreover the same replacements turn 
(AA) into (BB). 
For Cj # Cj+ 1, we conclude from (A), (B) that: 
(AB) If Cj = A *‘, C’+i = BE; j 2 1, then: 
d(j+ l) 
2 
= ad2(j) + Ed,(j) = &2(j) + &j,(j-‘), 
d(i+‘) _ 
3 
_ _&2(j) + &3(j) = -&;J’) + &,d,(j-‘). 
(BA) If Cj = B *‘, Cl”+, = AE j > 1, then: 
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d(j+ l) 
1 = &2(j) + ad,(i) = ECd2(j) +&d/j-‘), 
d;i+l) = &ij?(i _ &l(i) = &2(j) _ Ebdl(j-‘), 
Proof of (2.2) when b is not a power of 2. Let b = 2”~, where s is an odd 
number and s > 1. Obviously s and 2a are co-prime. We shall deduce from this, 
by induction on j, that d2 @) (‘)isnotdivisiblebysforj=l,...,n,sothatd, # 0, 
as required. Since d2(‘) = -E, we have non s 1 d2(‘). For the inductive step, note 
that for j > 1, by (AA), (BB), 
&+ l) = 2ad2(/) _ b2d;jP1) 
when Cj = Cj+ 1, and by (AB), (BA), 
d(j+‘) 
2 
= &2(j) + 2”sEdf’); (k = 1 or 3) 
when Cj # Cj+ 1. Thus the inductive assumption that non s 1 dy’ implies non 
sld;‘+? 0 
Proof of (2.2) when b is a power of 2. This is slightly more complicated. Sup- 
pose that b = 2”. Then m > 2 (see (2.1)) and both a and c are odd. It will be 
enough to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. There is a function f : { 1, . , n} + (0, 1, . . , n} such that for all 
j>l, wehavef(j+l)If(j)+land 
[A] If C’ = A*’ then 
d/j) = 2f(j)l’(j). 
1 ’ 
,;ci, = 2_f(i),ii). 
2 ) 
2f(i) 1 d3(j), 
where ,I(i), r2(j) are some odd numbers, and 
[B] If C’ = B*’ then 
2/(j) d/j). 1 , d;j) = 2f(i),f); dij) = 2,f(j)y3(i), 
where ,ji), 1.3(j) are some odd numbers. 
Obviously this lemma implies d2(“) # 0, so (2.2) follows. 
The proof is by induction. We have Cl = A*’ and d,(l) = a, d2(‘) = -E, 
d3(l) = 0, thus [A], [B] hold for j = 1 with f(1) = 0. We make now the assump- 
tion that [A], [B] hold for Cl, . . . , Cj and consider, for the inductive step, various 
possibilities for the pair Cj, C’+ 1. 
[AA] Cj = Cj+l = A*‘. 
We have to show that then [A] holds for j + 1, and we claim that this will 
be so when f( j + 1) =f( j) + 1. Indeed, then by (A), d3(j+‘) = 2”d,“‘, so 
2/(j) I d:j) implies 2/U+ 1) I dij+‘), 
By(AA),forj> landk=1,2 
(2.4) 
dk(/+l) = 2ad;/) _ 22”d,(j-‘), 
If j = 1, then this means, sincef( 1) = 0, that 
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d(2) = ,&&‘) _ 22m(p = 2avu) _ 22rnd(O) 
k k k k k 
= 2(arp - 2 2m- 1Qv) = 2f(24p, 
where Y:’ is an odd number because 2m > 4. 
Ifj > 2, (2.4) becomes 
d(j+‘) 
k 
= 2,f(i)+iar~) _ 22m+f(j- i),j.- l) 
= 2/ci1+1 (avf) - 2 2m+f(j)p/(j)-l CjCl) _ f(j+l) (j+l) ‘k ) - 2 ‘k 
where rf+‘) is odd, because 2m > 4 >f(j) -f(j - 1) + 1. 
[BB] C, = C’+t = B*i. 
We have to show that [B] holds forj + 1, and we claim that this will be so for 
f(j + 1) =f(j) + 1. The argument, starting from (BB) is analogous to the sec- 
ond part of the proof of [AA] (the case j = 1 need not be considered now, as 
c, = A*‘). 
[AB] Cj = A *‘, Cj+, = BE. 
Let us check that [B] holds for j + 1, with f(j + 1) =f(~‘). From the first 
equality in (B) we then have 2-f(j+ l) 1 dl(‘+ ‘) The first equality in (AB) gives 
d2(j+ l) z ad2jj) + E2”d,(‘-1) = a2f(i),ij) + E2nldjjp1), 
By inductive assumption,f(j ) < f(j - 1) + 1, so it follows from 2f(j- ‘) 1 d3(jp ‘) 
that 2f(j) /2d,(‘- ‘I, and we obtain 
d(j+‘) = 2f(i)(,,2(/) + 2”~lE(2d,(j-“/2rii))) = 2f(/+I),;j+‘), 
2 
where ri’+‘) is odd, by m > 2. 
The existence of r:i+l) . IS proved similarly, starting from the last equality in 
(AB). 
[BA] Cj = B *‘, Cj+l = A’. 
Using (A) and (BA), we show that [A] holds for j + 1, withf(j + 1) =f(j), 
proceeding similarly as in the case [AB]. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1, which, as we pointed out, implies 
Theorem 1.1. q 
3. APPENDIX 
Theorem 1.1 implies a curious property ((1) below) of the functions cosx and 
sin x. It led Peter Walker to prove a similar property for tan x ((2) below). His 
result (private communication to the author) is presented here, with some mod- 
ifications, as Lemma 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let cos(xQ) = (cos(7rx) : x E Cl!} and let sin(7rQ) and tan(rQ) 
he defined similarly. Then 
1. Qncos(7rQ) = Qnsin(7rQ) = (0, i,*l}, 
2. Q fl tan(7rQ) = (0, &l}. 
Part (1) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1. Indeed, if cos 4 = 
a/h (a, h integers, b # 0) then 4 E 7rQ iff the matrix A satisfies A” = I for 
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some natural n 2 1. By the Theorem 1.1, this will happen precisely when 
cosC#J E {o,~+l}. 
To prove part (2), let us first state (2) as a property of the ring i?(i) of Gaussian 
integers. We have tan4 = a/b (with a,b as above) iff C#I = arg(z) for z = a + ib. 
Thus 4 E 7rQ iff z” E R! for some n > 1. Hence (2) is a consequence of 
Lemma 3.1. Zf z E Z(i) satisfies z” E R for some natural n > 1, then 
z = U(1 + QVa, 
Proof. Let U = {*l, *ti} be the set of units of Z(i) and let = be the equivalence 
relation on Z(i), where zt = z2 iff zt,z2 are associates, i.e., zt = uz2 for some 
u E U. We denote by [z] the (=)-equivalence class of z and by .F the set of 
equivalence classes. The multiplication in Z(i) induces an abelian semigroup 
structure on F. Each z E Z(i) can be written as a product of prime elements of 
;Z(i), moreover such representation is unique, up a permutation of these primes 
and up to the presence of some multipliers belonging to U. Thus F is a free abe- 
lian semigroup (whose free generators are the equivalence classes [p], wherep are 
primes in z(i)). Let us denote by h : .F + F the semigroup endomorphism in- 
duced by the complex conjugation, i.e., given by h([z]) = [z]. Then it is easy to 
check that z is of the form asserted by the lemma (i.e., z = ~(1 + i)qu; u E UJ, 
7 E (0, l} and a E z) iff h([z]) = [z], that is, [z] = [z]. 
Assume now that zn E R! for some n > 1. Then h( [z”]) = [zn], whence 
(h([z]))” = [z]“. But if in a free semigroup the n-th powers of two elements are 
equal, for n > 1, then these elements are equal. So we get h( [z]) = [z], hence z is of 
the form asserted by the lemma. q 
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